SOUTH SLOUGH RESERVE MANAGEMENT COMMISSION
AGENDA
South Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve
South Slough Interpretive Center
61907 Seven Devils Road - Charleston, Oregon
November 15, 2019
155th REGULAR MEETING 1:00-4:00 P.M.

I.

Call-to-Order

II.

Introductions

III.

Review of Meeting Minutes
1. 154th regular meeting minutes

IV.

Public Input*

V.

VI.

Old Business
1. Younker Point Easement Application – Bree
2. Potential Transfer of Management of South Slough Reserve – Bree/Chair Walker
3. Winchester Creek Coho Spawning Reach – Bree
4. Commercial Activities Rulemaking – Bree

VII.

New Business
1. Acquisition and construction grant proposals to NOAA – Bree/Rebecca

VIII.

Information Reports
1. Administration/Facilities
2. Education
3. Science
4. Coastal Training Program
5. Friends of South Slough

IX.

Next scheduled meeting: Thursday, March 19, 2020 at 1pm
Adjourn
*Limited to 5 minutes each unless arranged in advance of the meeting.
** This meeting is being held in a facility that is accessible for persons with disabilities. If you need some
form of assistance to participate in this meeting due to a disability, please notify Rebecca Muse at 541888-5558 ext. 134 at least two working days prior to the meeting.
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SOUTH SLOUGH NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVE
MANAGEMENT COMMISSION
South Slough Reserve Interpretive Center Auditorium
Charleston, Oregon
Minutes of the 154th Regular Meeting
August 29, 2019
Commission members present:
Vicki Walker, Chair
Trent Hatfield
Chief Warren Brainard
Lonne Mays

Bob Main
Kris Wall
Dave Kronsteiner
Bob Cowen

South Slough NERR staff and others present:
Bree Yednock
Eric Dean
Christine Moffitt
Jonathan Forth
Kathy Andreasen
Jaime Belanger
Alice Yeates
Maya Watts
Daniel Dobrosielski
Ali Helms

Rebecca Muse
Laura Mays
Deborah Rudd
John Bragg
Jenni Schmitt
Todd Buchholz
Ed Oswald
Jamie Fereday
Mike Allman
Bree Turner

The meeting was called to order at 1:00 p.m. by Vicki Walker Director of
the Department of State Lands and Chair of the Commission.
INTRODUCTIONS
Everyone introduced themselves.
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APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
Chair Walker asked if there was a motion to approve the minutes of the
previous meetings. Commissioner Brainard moved to approve and
Commissioner Mays seconded. The motion carried unanimously.
NEW BUSINESS
Visitor Center Forest Enhancement Plan
Alice Yeates added an informative presentation to her written report on the
Visitor Center Forest Enhancement Plan. The presentation of the plan was met
with anticipation and approval. Alice Yeates answered many questions from
the Commission. The project will be financed with NOAA funding which
required an environmental review from NOAA. Bree Turner (NOAA) confirmed
the required review had been done. The plan follows objectives that date from
the 1991 Master Plan for the Reserve. The plan anticipates removal of the
diseased Port Orford Cedar (POC) present in the inner zone, as well as
removing at risk trees along the side trails. The trees to be removed will be
limited to a size that crews can haul out on their backs due to the steepness
and heavy foliage present. Rebecca Muse said that education staff plan to
reuse the wood in community programs. Based on Oregon Administrative
Rules, the Reserve cannot remove trees for commercial gain. Commissioner
Main recommended treatment along the access road, as it functions as an ad
hoc fire road for the Reserve.
Chair Walker asked if there was a motion to approve the Visitor Center
Forest Enhancement Plan. Commissioner Brainard moved to approve the
plan and Commissioner Mays seconded. The motion to approve the plan
was passed with all Commissioners in favor.
OLD BUSINESS
Winchester Creek Coho Spawning Reach Update
Staff received word in April that Coos County changed its plans and did not
want to include the riparian area along Winchester Creek in the land exchange.
Director Walker and Ms. Yednock met with Commissioners Main and Sweet,
Coos County Forest Staff, and Coos County Legal Counsel on June 12. The
County expressed its concerns and after discussion it was agreed that Reserve
staff would continue exploring options of a land trade that would include the
riparian area, possibly through a conservation easement.
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On July 8 Ms. Yednock met with Commissioner Cribbins. She was in favor of
reserve staff continuing to work towards a land exchange and finding a way to
enhance protection along the spawning reach. Coos County Forester Lance
Morgan and Ms. Yednock met August 5 and updated the land exchange
application. On August 6 Alice Yeates and Ms. Yednock met with the three
county commissioners and Coos County Forest staff, and the commissioners
voted unanimously to have Lance Morgan sign and submit the updated
application to DSL.
Next steps include looking into the requirements of Conservation Easements
and compiling information for NOAA about the proposal. Staff anticipate
having the agenda item drafted for the Land Board by September 10. Chair
Walker advised waiting as the October 22 meeting of the Land Board would be
too soon and the December Land Board agenda will be taken up with Elliot
Forest considerations.
Younker Point Easement Application Update
On March 28, 2019 State Lands sent the applicant a letter stating his
easement application was denied, and on May 24, 2019 DSL received a request
from the landowner for reconsideration of the denied application. On July 23,
2019 Director Walker sent a letter affirming the decision by DSL to deny the
easement request.
Commercial Activities Permit & Rulemaking
The Rules Advisory Committee (RAC) met on August 20, 2019, at 9am at the
South Slough Reserve Visitor Center. The meeting started with an overview of
the rulemaking process by Anne Friend and a summary by Bree Yednock of the
Reserve’s governing structure and history related to the development of a
special use permit for regulating commercial guiding the reserve.
The Commission reviewed the draft summary from the Advisory Committee.
The RAC provided input on the proposed rule language, emphasizing the need
to clarify terms. For example, the term noncommercial is used in the proposed
rule language, but it is not included in the Definitions section of OAR 142-0100010. There was discussion of who would be considered noncommercial:
examples included community college and noncommercial groups like paddle
clubs and 501c(3) non-profit groups that lead naturalist trips at no cost. The
Port of Coos Bay would also be considered a noncommercial entity. It was also
recommended that the rule language or permit language include wording to
indicate that changes have been made to Oregon statues and rules relating to
cultural artifacts.
Overall, the RAC was in favor of the proposed rule language because it provided
flexibility for the Commission and Reserve Manager to modify the permit
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conditions if needed in the future without having to go through another rule
change. Bree Yednock said that the public review process is next in the
process. Chair Walker thanked the Commission for their willingness to
facilitate the process. She anticipates the permanent rules to be effective by
December 2019 after the Commission gives their final approval.
Potential Transfer of Management of South Slough Reserve
Per Chair Walker’s request, a letter from the Confederated Tribes of the Coos,
Lower Umpqua and Siuslaw Indians (CTCLUSI) was received July 18th and
was included in the briefing packet. Chair Walker and Bree Yednock met with
the University of Oregon (UO) on July 26. The University will schedule a
meeting with the Tribes (CTCLUSI, Coquille, and Siletz) to address their
concerns regarding the potential transfer. Chair Walker said that the UO needs
the support of the Tribes, otherwise the University will most likely drop the
issue of potentially managing the Reserve.
The Friends of South Slough (FOSS) requested a meeting with Chair Walker.
Christine Moffitt (FOSS President) and Todd Buchholz (FOSS Vice President)
met with Chair Walker on June 12th. A report from FOSS was included in the
briefing packet for the Commission. In addition to their written report,
Christine Moffitt and Todd Buchholz gave an in-depth presentation to the
Commission in support of the views the Friends expressed in their final
summary:
We urge the DSL to increase interactions with South Slough staff and others to
pose important research questions that can be explored that will help DSL
managers and regulators of Oregon’s wetland and aquatic systems assure that
the tools used for management and regulation benefit and protect the public
trust. South Slough staff have articulated their goals and interest in increasing
collaborations with multiple partners to improve our understanding of ecological
processes of estuarine systems to changing habitats and climate challenges.
The Friends reiterated that the partnership that exists with DSL and the
Reserve is a “good marriage” which is productive on both sides and could be
enhanced further. The Friends stated they could see no advantage to changing
the status quo. FOSS plans to provide a more comprehensive report on their
assessment to the October 22 State Land Board meeting in Salem. Chair
Walker thanked the Friends and said she was intrigued by their
recommendations for DSL to mesh with Reserve staff for assistance with
programmatic challenges. She commented that the agency may be missing
some opportunities and she plans to take the message back to the executive
team in Salem.
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Mr. Fereday, a retired biology teacher and former Commissioner, expressed his
opinion that the Reserve should stay with the Dept. of State Lands. He added
that the staff comments included in the briefing materials also offered this
perspective and were very valuable.
At the last regular meeting in March, Commissioner Shanks advised Chair
Walker to talk with the faculty at the Oregon Institute of Marine Biology (OIMB)
in Charleston. A meeting date was set for June 12th, but there was no
coordination on behalf of OIMB to bring faculty and staff together, so the
meeting didn’t happen. Commissioner Shanks has since retired and has
stepped down from serving on the Commission.
Chair Walker requested that the Management Commission be prepared to
provide a formal recommendation on the issue at the regular meeting in
November. Bree Yednock will take a Doodle poll to assist with scheduling the
next meeting. The Chair also requested a letter from NOAA representatives
Bree Turner and Kris Wall to take to the final presentation for the Land Board.
Bree Turner remarked that South Slough Reserve has a good reputation in the
national system.

PUBLIC INPUT
There were no additional comments.

Information Reports
Staff shared highlights and progress within their program areas. Daniel
Dobrosielski was welcomed as the new permanent part-time member of the
education staff. A report from FOSS will be included as a standing invite for
future meetings.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 2:50 p.m.
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Old Business - 1: Younker Point Easement Application (Update)
On September 23, 2019, Department of State Lands (DSL) received a Summons & Petition for Judicial
Review from the landowner of the Younker Point parcel in response to DSL’s denial of the landowner’s
application for an easement and road construction across reserve-managed lands. DSL is working with
the Department of Justice on a response.
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Old Business - 2: Potential Transfer for Management of South Slough Reserve (Update)
The Reserve has not heard from the University of Oregon regarding their outreach efforts with the
Confederated Tribes of the Coos, Lower Umpqua and Siuslaw Indians, the Coquille Indian Tribe, or the
Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians. The Reserve Manager, Bree Yednock and Director Walker are
trying to identify a date in December to meet with staff from the Confederated Tribes of the Siletz
Indians to hear their thoughts on a potential transfer of management of the Reserve to the University of
Oregon.
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Old Business - 3: Winchester Creek Coho Spawning Reach (Update)
South Slough Reserve is working with Coos County on a proposed land exchange to increase protection
of riparian habitat along the coho salmon spawning reach of Winchester Creek. Coos County submitted
a signed application to the Department of State Lands (DSL) on August 6, 2019 with the following
details:
1) Coos County Forest Department would acquire four parcels from the South Slough Reserve/DSL of
forest land totaling 57.30 acres shown in Appendix A.
2) South Slough Reserve would acquire: 33 acres of county-owned pasture adjacent to the south end of
the reserve; 14.62 acres of county-owned forest adjacent to the west boundary of reserve land; and a
conservation easement across approximately 71 acres of forested and wetland riparian area along the
coho spawning reach of Winchester Creek. The exact acreage will be determined through the requested
due diligence and appraisals. Appendix B.
DSL Director Vicki Walker presented the proposed land exchange to the Oregon State Land Board on
October 22nd and received approval for staff to move forward with due diligence.
The next step in the process is to send the proposal out for public review.
Appendices
Appendix A – Map of SSNERR Lands for Exchange
Appendix B – Map of Coos County Forest Lands for Exchange
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Appendix B: 61892-LE

County Forest Department Lands For Exchange
T26S, R14W, Sections 2, 11,14, and 26
Coos County

SSNERR Managed Lands
County Properties for Exchange
Roads
This map depicts the approximate location and extent of a Department of State Lands Proprietary authorization
for use. This product is for informational purposes only and may not have been prepared for, or be suitable for legal,
engineering, or surveying purposes. Users of this information should review or consult the primary data and
information sources to ascertain the usability of the information.
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Old Business - 4: Commercial Activities Rulemaking (Action Item)

Background
On June 4, 2019, the Commission passed a motion to file a temporary rule related to commercial guiding
in the South Slough Reserve and to convene permanent rulemaking under Division 10, Chapter 142,
related to public use restrictions in the reserve.
The temporary rule was made effective on June 14 and expires on December 10, 2019.
As part of the permanent rulemaking process, a Rules Advisory Committee (RAC) was assembled and
met on August 20, 2019. The RAC reviewed the proposed rule language and provided input, which led to
the following revisions to the rule language:
a. Addition of a definition for “non-commercial” in 142-010-0010 (9)
b. Inclusion of non-commercial in rules 142-010-0020 (25-26)
The revised language was sent out for public review. Public comment was open from October 1 through
5:00 p.m. on October 31, 2019, and a public hearing was held at the Reserve’s Interpretive Center from
5:00-6:30 p.m. on October 29, 2019. There was no public testimony, but five written comments were
received.

Recommendation
Reserve staff recommend the Management Commission approve the adoption of the proposed
permanent rule for Chapter 142, Division 10, , related to the Definitions and Restricted Activities of the
South Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve.
Appendices
Appendix A – Revised Rule Language for Proposed Permanent Rule
Appendix B – Public Comments Received on Revised Rule Language
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142-010-0010
Definitions
As used in these rules, unless the context provides otherwise:
(1) "Advisory Group" means the group of local interested persons and persons with special expertise in
fields relating to the Reserve appointed by the Commission to advise the Commission.
(2) "Commercial" refers to an activity undertaken for economic gain, as opposed to an activity for
personal use or enjoyment.
(3) "Commission" means the Management Commission of the South Slough National Estuarine Research
Reserve created by ORS 273 .554.
(4) "Forest Greenery" means plant material gathered in the Reserve and used for decorative purposes.
(5) "In Kind Services" means materials or services (provided to the Reserve by a group or person) whose
value to the Reserve is at least equal to the fee that the Reserve would otherwise charge the group or
person for use of the Reserve.
(6) "Manager" means the Manager of the South Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve appointed
by the Commission.
(7) "Marketing and Promotion" means Reserve-sponsored events of regional or statewide significance
that promote tourism or promote partnerships with local communities, other agencies, or scientific,
educational or economic development organizations.
(8) "Non-Profit Entity" means a group having a 501 (c)(3) tax-exempt status filed with the Internal
Revenue Service
(9) “Noncommercial” refers to an organized group or activity that is not focused on economic gain or
personal use. Examples include, but are not limited to paddle and nature clubs, non-profit entities, and
university, community college, and school groups.
(10) "OCZM grant" means the original NOAA Grant-in-Aid financial award.
(11) “Operations Manager” is the person responsible for the Reserve’s management, facilities, fiscal
services and recordkeeping. In the Reserve manager’s absence, the Operations Manager may exercise
any of the Reserve manager’s responsibilities.
(12) "Person" means individuals, a public or private corporation, an unincorporated association, a
partnership or a government entity.
(13) "Public Use" means any use of the Reserve that is not a part of a formal Reserve educational or
scientific program.
(14) "Recreational" refers to an activity undertaken for personal enjoyment as opposed to economic
gain.
(15) "Reserve" means Sanctuary as defined in the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 which is the
lands, within the boundary of the South Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve under the
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jurisdiction of the Commission, in which the State of Oregon has legal interest, including, but not limited
to fee ownership, conservation easement, and/or life estate. ORS 273.553(1) states, "...the South Slough
Estuary Sanctuary pursuant to chapter 415, Oregon Laws 1975, as the first estuarine sanctuary in the
United States...," and the 1986 reauthorization of the Coastal Zone Management Act changed the name
from Estuarine "Sanctuary" to National Estuarine Research Reserve. South Slough Estuarine Sanctuary is
doing business as the South Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve for the purpose of day-to-day
business. “Reserve” includes but is not limited to classrooms, day use areas and shelters, cabins, yurts,
meeting halls, and other Reserve facilities.
(16) "Special Event" means an activity sponsored by the Reserve that provides education to Reserve
visitors, or that otherwise promotes the mission of the Reserve.
(17) "Stewardship" means activities conducted to maintain and restore the integrity and natural
dynamic processes of an estuarine ecosystem.
Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 273
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 273
History:

South Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve - Chapter 142
Division 10
PUBLIC USES OF THE SOUTH SLOUGH NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVE
142-010-0020
Restricted Activities
The following uses of the Reserve are permitted with restrictions, subject to applicable fees under OAR
142, division 15 and to action taken by the Commission under rules 142-010-0025, 142-010-0030 and
other appropriate governmental agency regulations:
(1) Picking of forest greenery for personal use is permitted only upon written approval by the Manager.
The amount gathered should be no more than 10 pounds per day unless otherwise stated in the permit.
(2) Overnight use of the Reserve is allowed only with written permission of the Manager.
(3) Chemical fertilizers, herbicides, or pesticides will be used within the Reserve only if necessary to
assure sound management of the ecosystem. Any allowed application of such chemicals shall be
approved in writing by the Commission, after consultation with the Advisory Group, in accordance with
best management practices so as to prevent direct application or discharge to the estuary waters. It is
the intent of the Commission to preferentially utilize nonchemical management techniques of pest
control. Chemicals will be utilized for pest or weed control only after it has been determined that the
nature and integrity of the ecosystem is endangered by the pest or weed.
(4) Digging for artifacts is not permitted except as pursuant to ORS 273 .705 et seq. and with the written
permission of the Commission.
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(5) Open fires are allowed only upon approval of the Reserve Manager.
(6) Hunting is allowed only during authorized waterfowl and game hunting seasons, subject to
Department of Fish and Wildlife regulations, except in specific areas where the Commission may
prohibit hunting for the protection of the health, safety, and welfare of the public. Areas closed to
hunting will be posted.
(7) Hunting and Observation Blinds are allowed within the boundaries of the Reserve, but a blind must
be taken down and removed from the Reserve at the end of each day.
(8) Motorized boating is permitted except in special protection zones: areas excepted for public health,
safety, and welfare, educational uses, and scientific research. Motorized boating will be at reduced
speed that will limit the wake to less than a one-foot wave height in order to prevent disturbance to the
tidelands and wildlife habitats.
(9) Construction of boat launch and tie-up facilities is permitted only as necessary for health, safety,
research, or education.
(10) Oyster culture is limited to the 100 acres as provided in the OCZM grant. The Commission shall
recommend appropriate action on each oyster culture application or changes to existing plats within the
Reserve to the Reserve of Agriculture.
(11) Tree removal from Reserve lands may occur only with the approval of the Commission, after
consultation with the Advisory Group, and only for the following reasons:
(a) Salvage of windthrow, dead, and dying trees;
(b) High risk to invasion of forest insects and diseases;
(c) Hazards to visiting public and scientists;
(d) Experimental and scientific projects;
(e) To maintain adequate clear space for existing powerline corridors;
(f) Thinning to maintain a healthy forest stand.
(12) Firewood cutting for personal use requires a permit from the Reserve Manager.
(13) Pets are permitted only if on a leash or under the direct control of the owner.
(14) Recreational mineral gathering requires a permit from the Manager.
(15) Horseback riding is permitted except in designated areas and not within any watercourse.
Information about designated areas may be obtained at Reserve Headquarters.
(16) Picnicking is permitted except in designated areas.
(17) Recreational mushroom gathering, up to a maximum of one gallon per day, is permitted except in
designated areas.
(18) Recreational berry picking is permitted except in designated areas.
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(19) Recreational bait gathering is permitted except in designated areas subject to Oregon Reserve of
Fish and Wildlife regulations.
(20) Recreational clamming is permitted except in designated areas.
(21) No dredging, filling or altering the natural environment except upon the approval of the proposed
activities by the Commission.
(22) Motorized off-road vehicles are prohibited except on designated county-maintained roads or
driveways approved by the Commission.
(23) Construction of roads is not allowed except by special permit issued by the Commission.
(24) No deliberate introduction of a non-native species (or subspecies) within the Research Reserve's
administrative boundaries without the prior approval of the Commission
(25) Trapping within the Reserve's administrative boundaries is prohibited, except for research or
management purposes, and then only with the approval of the Manager.
(26) Guiding by commercial and noncommercial groups within the Reserve is prohibited unless
authorized under a Permit issued by the Reserve Manager and in compliance with any conditions
imposed by that Permit
(27) New or increased commercial and noncommercial activities which are not existing as of the
creation of the Reserve in June 1974 must be authorized by the Reserve Manager after consultation and
approval by the Commission.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 273
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 273
History:
SSNER 1-2008, f. & cert. ef. 4-14-08
SSNER 1-1998, f. & cert. ef. 7-15-98
SSES 2-1982, f. & cert. ef. 3-2-82
SSES 2-1980, f. & cert. ef. 12-23-80
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Appendix B: Public Comments Received on Revised Rule Language Related to Commercial Guiding in
South Slough Reserve (Chapter 142, Division 10 Restricted Activities). During the public comment
period of October 1 to 5 p.m. on October 31.

Comment 1: Public access and use of publicly owned places, rivers, and trails is a Privilege, and one that
should be reserved for those who enjoy, preserve, and respect them for as an asset. The state should
exercise and enforce reasonable and responsible restrictions on use and access. I view the cost incurred
by not doing so to be wasteful and irresponsible stewardship of natural habitat, public assets, and
taxpayer dollars.
Vonnie Mikkelsen – received October 9, 2019, via rules@dsl.state.or.us

Comment 2: I support restrictions and management of commercial use, however please consider keeping
college outdoor programs that are not for profit out of "commercial" designation.
Sam Norgaard-Stroich – received October 14, 2019, via rules@dsl.state.or.us

Comment 3: Please accept my comment regarding who can obtain a Guide license in the South Slough
Reserve. It should be that, No one who has previously or currently is affiliated with the South Slough
Reserve or, an affiliated State Agency or, is or has associated as a long-term Volunteer (more than 2
years) should not be allowed to apply for the Guide license and exploit a Government relationship for
personal gain. This would be an absolute Conflict of Interest and should never be allowed.
Wesley Hill – received October 22, 2019, via rules@dsl.state.or.us

Comment 4: I believe commercial tours as per expressed in the info sheet would benefit the reserve. To
expand on this idea a shuttle tram , cart or atv up and down the hill would extend the access for older
people or handicapped people. Crass commercialism that increases access means more people and more
money for the venue. Now figure out how to keep it tranquil and you have a good plan.
Joan Goodman Sent from my iPhone – received Thursday, October 24, 2019, via rules@dsl.state.or.us

Comment 5: I like the idea of commercial entities to make more use of the unique estuary. I want to see
more people use the Slough area and have more guided events—As long as the estuary retains its
environmental integrity and the commercial entities are properly vetted and monitored. Thank you.
Christine Hall – received October 30, 2019, via rules@dsl.state.or.us
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New Business 1: Acquisition and Construction Grant Proposals to NOAA

Background
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) administers an annual grant program
related to Procurement, Acquisition, and Construction (PAC) projects in the National Estuarine Research
Reserve System (NERRS). The request for proposals for federal fiscal year 2020 is expected to be
announced soon. Proposals are expected to be due in February of 2020.
The Reserve is requesting permission from the Management Commission to apply for the following
grants.

1. Acquisition of Property at the Entrance of the Interpretive Center – estimated
Estimated project cost: $300,000 (Federal Funds: $200,000. State Matching Funds: $100,000)
This project would include the acquisition of 1.7 acres at the entrance of the driveway to the Visitor
Center. If we are successful in acquiring funds to purchase this property, we plan apply for construction
funding the following year to create a welcoming entrance and a much-needed overflow parking area
for the Visitor Center.

2. Construction Proposal for Improvements of Trails and Associated Facilities
Estimated project cost: $285,714 (Federal Funds: $200,000. State Matching Funds: $85,714)
This project would include:
•
•
•

Renovation of trail bathrooms, which have been closed for over a year
Construction of a covered education pavilion on the trail
Updates to the bridges and interpretive signs on the trail system

Recommendation
Reserve staff recommend the Commission authorize staff to submit these grant proposals to NOAA’s
PAC funding program.

Appendices
Appendix A – Ask to Ask Letter and Map for Acquisition
Appendix B – Ask to Ask Letter for Construction
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Administrative/Facilities Report
Staff: Bree Yednock, Reserve Manager
Rebecca Muse, Operations Manager
Michael Allman, Facilities Lead
Jonathan Forth, Park Ranger Assistant
Patrick Juarez, Procurement/Contract Assistant
Katherine Andreasen, Administrative Assistant
Ed Oswald, Information Systems Technician

Administrative
Attached are the state budget reports for the 2017-19 biennium through
September 2019.
In May 2019, SSNERR was awarded the FY19 Land Acquisition and
Construction grant (PAC grant/NOAA funding + match: totaling $220,000),
which will fund projects at the Maintenance compound. Projects include
expanding the maintenance compound, construction of a pole barn to house
paddle crafts, update and replace the siding on the main maintenance building
and then add an RV pad adjacent to Maintenance for an on-site volunteer host.
This funding started July 1, 2019. NOAA is requiring an environmental review
on this grant and project. Staff reached out to the Coquille Indian Tribe; Coos,
Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw Indians (CTCLUSI); and the Confederated Tribes
of Siletz Indians regarding the project. Both the Coquille Tribe and CTCLUSI
responded with no issues with the location. The Siletz did not respond. This
information was sent on to NOAA on 9/27/2019 for their review. Once NOAA
signs off, the project can start to move forward.
Planning started for the Margaret A. Davidson Graduate Fellowship program,
which is a competitive application program that will be implemented by NOAA
starting in FY20. The program will support one fellow per year for each reserve
in the system. FY19 Operations Funding will be used to pilot the fellowship by
supporting graduate students from University of Oregon and Oregon State
University to work with the science team on specified projects. These funds will
also support staff’s involvement in required mentor training from NOAA for the
program.
In June 2019 we were able to purchase 23 computers to update all full-time
staff computers, the auditorium computers as well as some of the intern
computers which were way out of date. Throughout the summer SSNERR IT
and Admin staff coordinated with the Salem IT department for a structured
deployment schedule and download of required programs to the computers.
Two Salem IT staff members, Ted Bright and Greg Verharst, came to the
reserve the week of September 16th to assist Ed Oswald in the deployment.
Overall, the organization of this work was great.
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Recruitment has started for our new part-time GIS position. Applications were
received through 10/29. Interviews will be held during November with plans to
have someone start in January of 2020. This is for the newly approved
position funded by State dollars.
Facilities
There has been lots of activity with facilities lately. We have been working
through the projects that were funded by the FY18 NOAA Facilities
construction award, FY19 NOAA Operations award as well as some state
dollars. Along with these special projects, we continue to keep facilities and
vehicles clean and maintained, trails safe and cover other normal day to day
duties.
The maintenance building received a new metal roof during the summer.
During this project the leaking skylights were removed. We chose a lighter
color for the roofing to assist with heat regulation. During the summers, the
loft storage area of the building would get so hot that staff could not work in
the area. Since the replacement of the roof, the temperature is much cooler in
the loft area. This project was funded by FY18 NOAA Operations Award.
The interpretive center gutters have been under renovation since September.
The old gutter system was built into the soffits of the building and were leaking
which caused a lot of dry rot. The contractor has been working around reserve
programs and the weather with hopes to have this completed early November
at the latest. This project is funded by the FY18 NOAA Construction award.
Spruce Ranch received a fresh exterior paint job in September. Facilities staff
prepped the building and completed the project with no issues and before the
rains started. This project was funded by State dollars.
SSNERR facilities and IT finally got the backup power wind generator installed
at the Joe Ney communications tower. This will solve our problem of not
having enough solar energy going into the batteries to keep communications
going through the dark winters. Last couple of winters we would need to run
the communications tower off a generator to keep enough energy into the
system so that the Interpretative Center staff would maintain computer
connections and be able to keep working. Not exactly a great position to be in
but it worked until we could get a backup energy source to the building. This
project was funded by State dollars.
The auditorium has received a full audio equipment renovation. All speakers,
DVD/Blu-ray player and amplifier have been replaced. With this final install,
the full system in the auditorium is completely new (computers, projector,
audio equipment). This renovation was supported by State dollars.
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With our FY19 NOAA operations award, we were able to replace the remote gate
opener at the Big Cedar Trailhead. The remote-control gate opener was very
old, and we were unable to get replacement parts when it quit working
approximately 2 years ago.
We have added a new HVAC system to the downstairs storage room which
houses our IT servers. Our servers generated heat which in turn reduced their
lifespan. This has been needed for a while and was able to be funded by the
FY19 NOAA Operations Award.
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SSNERR Education Program update
Staff: Jaime Belanger, Education Coordinator/Lead
Eric Dean, Education Specialist
Deborah Rudd, Public Involvement Coordinator
Daniel Dobrosielski, Seasonal Education Specialist
August 1 – October 31, 2019
Reserve education program attendance, outreach and visitation vary seasonally. During the fall
reporting period education activities are steady but reduced from the spring and summer seasons.
Education staff begin to dedicate more time to reflection, training and planning, along with
implementing programs because much of the scheduling and design are already in place.
Formal education programs, including field trips to the Reserve, classroom visits by Reserve
educators and teacher professional developments, begin to pick back up a few weeks into the
new school year. Summer weather and tourist season extend into the fall months, so there is a
continued need for interpretive programming, information tables at fall festivals and events.
Visitation numbers to the visitor center remained steady throughout this reporting period as well.
The Reserve education program continued to host 4 summer interns through the middle and end
of August.
The Seasonal Education Specialist, Daniel, completed his first season with the Reserve on
October 30, 2019. Daniel will rejoin the education team in the second week of March 2020.
Staff training and innovations
In June, the Reserve was able to purchase software to aid with tracking and scheduling volunteer
hours. Currently, volunteer hours are tracked using paper sheets at various locations, which need
to be manually collected and entered. Volunteers working in the field or off-site are prone to
forget to record their time. This system will let volunteers enter their time through a computer,
tablet or phone, and the program will sort and total them automatically. The system will allow
staff to have an organized platform for communicating and organizing volunteers with Reserve
projects. Reserve staff can also create a calendar to share opportunities with volunteers, and
volunteers can sign up for the activities they want to help with and will receive reminders about
their service. Volunteers will also be able to view summaries of their activities. Deborah Rudd,
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the volunteer coordinator, held a training for one group of volunteers to introduce the system.
She will continue to work to train all SSNERR volunteers and will move fully to the web-based
recording system in January 2020.
The Environmental DNA (eDNA) project using citizen scientists to study the distribution of
lamprey in the Siuslaw National Forest south to the South Slough estuary continued through this
reporting period. Deborah Rudd, the Public Involvement Coordinator, worked closely with the
Research Coordinator, Shon Schooler, and Field Technician, Ian Rodger, to develop a network
of citizen scientists and protocols for eDNA sampling. eDNA is one technique that can help
obtain species-specific lamprey data to aid in the development of accurate fish distribution maps.
Eight volunteers participated in the project and over fifty sites were sampled. Staff are working
to improve accessibility for volunteers and navigation to sampling sites. An application to
continue the project is being submitted to the USDA Forest Service for $30,000.
During this time, Deborah also attended a cost-free marketing workshop offered by the South
Coast Business and Development Center on October 22, 2019.
Jaime Belanger, the Education Lead, has been working with national colleagues to plan
education sector sessions for the NERRS/NERRA annual meeting, which will be held this
November in Charleston, SC. As a staff lead, she is participating in the initiation of regular Lead
staff meetings with Reserve managers, and in the resurrection of a Reserve safety committee.
Jaime is a part of the Coos Watershed Outreach and Education Committee and provided support
for their 25th-anniversary celebration.
During this reporting period, Eric Dean, the Education Specialist, attended the Opal Creek
Wilderness BioBlitz on October 12 & 13. Opal Creek is located east of Salem in the Cascades. A
BioBlitz is an intensive period of biological surveying in an attempt to record all of the living
species within a defined area.
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Eric also attended and presented at the Young Minds Powered by STEAM workshop in
Roseburg, OR. Information was given on how South Slough Reserve can be a part of a coastal
field trip in conjunction with Oregon State Parks and the Charleston Marine Life Center.
Eric also began collecting on-site field trip evaluations from the watershed hike field trips this
fall. Previously he had sent evaluations following the field experiences but found that response
rates were low due to teachers’ busy schedules. By handing the teachers paper evaluations to fill
in-person, right at the end of the trip, he was able to increase the response rate quite a bit. Eric
will use the feedback to reflect and plan for future field trips.
Daniel Dobrosielski, the Seasonal Education Specialist attended a teaching-through-naturejournaling workshop for 4-6 grade teachers and informal educators in Newport, OR on August 8,
2019. Using the book “Ellie’s Stand: Exploring the Edge of the Pacific,” the workshop leaders
demonstrated ways to make coastal and marine issues culturally and environmentally relevant to
students.
Daniel also worked with Oregon State Parks to provide some new interpretive activities for their
public programs offered at Sunset Bay State Park.
Education Program Totals
Between August 1 - October 31, 2019, 1,676 people attended 56 Reserve education offerings.
Those learning sessions resulted in 4,048 contact hours for a range of audiences. In addition to
the hours of direct interaction with learners, 103 hours were committed to program planning,
implementation and wrap up. These numbers include all types of education, interpretation,
training and outreach provided by South Slough education staff.
Incorporating this period’s walk-in visitors to the South Slough Interpretive Center, a total of
3,304 individuals learned about estuaries and coastal watersheds through Reserve education
efforts. Education program data will be submitted to NOAA at the end of December as one of the
required performance indicators to the National Estuarine Research Reserve’s (NERR)
performance measures database.
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Visitation and Visitor Services
1,628 visitors came into the Interpretive Center during the late summer and fall of 2019. The
building was open to the public from 10:00 am – 4:00 pm, Tuesday through Saturday for 66
days, with an average of 21 visitors each day. The Reserve does not have the capacity to track
visitors outside of building hours, or those who use the trails without entering the building, but
we continue to observe use from those audiences. Visitor numbers are consistent with the prior
years’ visitation during previous reporting periods.

Formal Education & Training
The Reserve categorizes education program areas based on audiences, learning goals and federal
priorities. Formal education programs are provided to school children, undergraduates, graduate
students or teachers and preservice teachers. 585 students were engaged by Reserve education
staff and volunteers for 2,143 hours during the fall. Additionally, 11 hours were dedicated to
program preparation and conclusion. Most field trips were held along Reserve trails and marshes,
and well as at schools and classrooms in Coos and Curry counties. Lessons and trainings were
taught by South Slough education staff, science staff, and volunteers.
Formal education audiences during this period included 2nd grade through undergraduate college
students. The largest audiences were elementary classes visiting the Reserve for field trips.
About half of those classes were also visited by a South Slough educator before the field trip.
Elementary students made up 83% of the 526 school children served this fall. Often
schoolteachers like to have a few weeks in the classroom with their students before they bring
them on field trips. Teachers are also somewhat reluctant to schedule field trips later in the fall
because the weather is less predictable.
During the 2019-2020 school year, the Reserve will partner with Oregon Sea Grant and the
Oregon Coast STEM hub to offer a series of professional training opportunities for teachers on
the south coast. The series will provide a variety of opportunities to help teachers grow their
knowledge on coastal issues, and work with their students to provide Meaningful Watershed
Education Experiences (MWEEs). Some of the training days will include Teachers on the
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Estuary (TOTE) material, and these teachers will follow a TOTE learning track. TOTE is a
NOAA task that the Reserve receives designated funding to support.
Community Education, Interpretive & Outreach Activities
Fall interpretive programs are popular at the Reserve, especially the mushroom identification
workshops. All three sessions offered this fall filled up quickly. New programming during this
period included a twist on some traditional programs with sessions such as “Estuary
Exploration,” and “Estuary Birds” at Sunset Bay State Park. Regular interpretive programs were
offered at least once a week on Saturdays during this period, and periodically during the week
throughout August.
Fall is also a busy time for festivals and events. South Slough attended several traditional annual
festivals such as the Coquille Tribe’s Salmon Festival, Stand up for the Bay and Octoberfish.
These events promote cultural understanding, enhance stewardship of estuaries and support local
community groups.
These interpretive and outreach programs provide avenues for a variety of people from children
to seniors to connect with South Slough. In total, 33 interpretive and outreach programs occurred
in August, September and October. During the reporting period, 1,091 people participated in
activities ranging from fish printing to an introduction to crabbing workshop in Charleston.
Programs and activities were led on-site at the Reserve, in other nearby natural habitats, and at
event locations in nearby towns. There were 1,904 hours of contact time with participants and 92
hours of preparation time related to these activities.
At the end of June, the Reserve was able to purchase 4 sturdy sit-on-top kayaks for the public
paddling programs. Having kayaks available for people who want to attend a guided kayak tour
on South Slough but do not own kayaks has been invaluable. Renting a kayak has been popular
and helped to meet a regular request from Reserve customers. These kayaks allow the education
staff to serve a wider audience.
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Public Involvement
Volunteers/Internships
An average of 17 South Slough Reserve volunteers logged 978 hours valued at $24,146 between
August 1 – October 31, 2019. The program category breakdown included 432.75 education,
435.25 research/stewardship, and 110 administration hours.
During the summer, the Reserve was able to recruit both high school and college interns in both
the science and education departments. In the month of August, 2 high school students and 2
college students remained in education internships with the Reserve. Abbie Kirby and Kayla
LaPlante were high school interns working with the summer science camp programs. Hannah
Sinclair was a Sea Grant Summer Scholar in Oregon State University’s Sea Grant funded
internship program. Hannah was a college student from Brooklyn, NY, who worked to enhance
the Reserve’s photo and video library. Hannah created a video story about the current eDNA
project. Ada Meyer was a NOAA College-Supported Intern, which is a program run by the
National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science. Ada is studying at Carleton College in Minnesota
and developed and enhanced educational resources at the Reserve. She created climate activities
for teachers, a series of eelgrass lessons and crafts, information cards for the Interpretive Center
and contributed to all program areas. The education interns had opportunities to join the research
and monitoring staff who conduct fieldwork in the estuary.
This fall the Reserve hosted a Hybrid GIS/RTK-Water Quality Monitoring Internship. Alec
Snyder-Fair is from Leverett, MA, and recently graduated from Franklin & Marshall College
with a B.A. in Geology and Biology. Alec worked on Real Time Kinematic (RTK) data
collection at marsh biomonitoring sites, static GPS surveys, deployment and recovery of water
quality instruments by boat, collected water samples for lab analysis and helped with maps for
the eDNA Citizen Science project
Internships are available through the Friends of South Slough Reserve, Inc. (FOSS). The
Reserve’s Public Involvement Coordinator and FOSS volunteers are presently seeking funding
sources for the 2019 internship season. Several fundraising events, corporate sponsorships and
grants are the key means through which funds are being sought. For example, the local brewery
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raised $1000 for the internship program through the sales of their “Spruce Tip Ale,” brewed with
fresh spruce tips harvested from the Reserve by volunteers.
Friends of South Slough (FOSS) Board of Directors
The FOSS Board sub-committee has returned to developing a Strategic Plan. The Board will also
put together a rack card FOSS can use to communicate to potential members. Some of the FOSS
members participated in the annual “Trunk or Treat” festival in Charleston, dressing in sea
costumes and passing out candy to local children, who don’t have a place it trick or treat in town.
The FOSS Board meets every fourth Tuesday in Charleston at the Port of Coos Bay Marina RV
park facility from 3-4:30 pm. South Slough Reserve staff program leads also often attend the
meetings to facilitate communication with our 501C3 FOSS partner.
Outreach/Marketing
Occasionally, our local Visitor Convention Bureau sends over traveling media experts. This
August, an Expedia photographer photographed various parts of the Reserve to use for their
travel websites for the area.
Social media and the online newsletter/calendar are the primary sources people are hearing about
Reserve programs. Other means of outreach include press releases to local media outlets. Fliers
and event calendars continue to be distributed throughout the community. Recently, the local
Coos Head Co-Op began including the Reserve events calendar in their member newsletter as
part of their community partnership campaign.
Public Involvement, with help from other staff, FOSS and/or volunteers also conducted the
following outreach efforts: Wednesday Farmers Markets, Art Receptions at the Interpretive
Center, Salmon Celebration and Canoe races, A week-long media campaign for National
Estuaries Week, Stand up for the Bay and Octoberfish.
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SCIENCE PROGRAM UPDATE
August 29, 2019 – November 15, 2019
Staff: Dr. Shon Schooler, Research Coordinator
Alicia Helms, Estuarine Monitoring Coordinator
Jenni Schmitt, Monitoring Coordinator
Adam DeMarzo, Monitoring Technician
Dr. Alice Yeates, Stewardship Coordinator
Ian Rodger, Field Technician
MONITORING
NERRS System-Wide Monitoring Program (SWMP)
Ali Helms and Adam DeMarzo continued to operate the water quality, weather, and
nutrient components of SWMP.
SWMP Data: Science staff completed monthly field and lab work associated with the
water quality, meteorological and nutrient long-term primary monitoring stations. This
included monthly and quarterly station maintenance, data uploads, instrument cleanings
and calibrations, and data submissions to the NERRS SWMP Centralized Data
Management Office (CDMO) on time. Quarterly submissions for water quality and
meteorological data from 2019 were submitted in August and November 2019. Data
submissions include data that have undergone several levels of quality assurance and
quality control (QA/QC) procedures, metadata development, calibration and field logs,
and instrument and sensor inventories. Data reviews for 2012 water quality data were
completed in September 2019 and those data are authenticated, having undergone tertiary
review and are now available as final authoritative data. System-Wide Monitoring
Program data for the SSNERR and all other Reserves are accessible online at
http://cdmo.baruch.sc.edu.
The science staff completed monthly weather station maintenance, data downloads, and
field logs for September – November 2019 at Tom’s Creek marsh. The SWMP weather
station (sostcmet) data are available at http://cdmo.baruch.sc.edu/get/realTime.cfm.
Science staff relocated the Charleston Bridge SWMP station in April/May 2019 due to
the failing pier infrastructure. The new site is a nearby piling with boat access only.
Deployments at the station resumed May 2019.
The science staff completed monthly collection, processing, and analysis for Total
Suspended Solids (TSS), a nutrient parameter added to the routine SWMP nutrient
dataset, for a NERRS Science Collaborative Sediment Hydrodynamic Model project.
The science staff completed monthly field deployments, retrievals, and calibrations for
three Coos estuary SWMP water quality stations, and data were uploaded using the nonSWMP tool provided by the CDMO.
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Real-Time Data: As a participant in the US Integrated Coastal Ocean Observing System
(IOOS)/Northwest Association of Networked Ocean Observing System (NANOOS), we
operate telemetry systems at all four of the core SWMP water quality stations and the
weather station to provide real-time data available at www.nvs.nanoos.org/Explorer.
CDMO Data Management: The Centralized Data Management Office (CDMO) is the
technical support team dedicated to data management activities associated with the
SWMP data collected at the 29 reserves. Recent activities of the CDMO include
supporting the NERRS Science Collaborative data management activities, prioritizing
SWMP data reviews, recapitalization for aging telemetry equipment by providing
reserves with telemetry package options, updating the real time applications and
improving data graphing and export systems.
The CDMO provides data hosting for secondary SWMP stations that are established and
maintained in addition to the core primary stations. Reserves can upload raw data from
secondary SWMP stations and the CDMO will provide web services if the station is
telemetered. Data must be collected for one year at the station, the station must be
planned for long term monitoring (at least 5 years), and the station must follow all
SWMP protocols and be reserve run in every respect. SSNERR has three water quality
stations that may be eligible for secondary SWMP status in the future. Science staff
currently utilize the non-SWMP data upload service tool for the Coos estuary water
quality stations to provide automated quality control and formatting for the monthly data
files.
SWMP Status Reports: A NERRS national project to provide Annual Status Reports on
water quality, nutrient, and weather summaries for each Reserve was completed. The
CDMO will provide the R software package for download and will update files annually.
Estuary pH Monitoring: Ali Helms and Adam DeMarzo continued instrument
cleanings, data downloads, and maintenance of the Sami pCO2 and SeapHOx pH
monitoring equipment near the Valino Island SWMP station. The CO2 and pH sensors
were retrieved from the water, cleaned of fouling, and data were downloaded monthly.
Instruments were retrieved from the field with the final deployment in September 2019.
Discrete water grab samples were collected monthly at low and high tides, concurrent
with SWMP nutrient sampling. Seawater table grab samples are also collected to help
with SeapHOx pH data calibration and data analysis. The grab samples are used to check
sensor performance and calibrate the pH data. Grab samples are delivered to Burke
Hales’ lab at Oregon State University for analysis of carbonate chemistry parameters.
Data analysis for the pCO2 and pH time series at Valino will be coordinated with datasets
collected at Charleston Bridge for Caitlin Magel’s (Oregon State University) project.
Bacteria Monitoring: Staff continued monthly monitoring of fecal indicator bacteria
(total Coliforms and Escherichia coli) at the four SWMP nutrient monitoring stations.
The bacteria data are of interest for the Coos Bay Estuary Data Source, Oregon
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) for Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
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standards and to Oregon Department of Agriculture (DOA) as they conduct commercial
and recreational shellfish bacteria assessments.
Volunteers from the Surfrider Foundation continued to use the SSNERR science lab for
their monthly monitoring of fecal indicator bacteria (Enterococcus sp.) at four local
beach sites (Bastendorff Beach, Lighthouse Beach, and two Sunset Bay locations: Big
Creek and Sunset Bay proper). Data are available at:
https://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/HEALTHYENVIRONMENTS/RECREATION/BEAC
HWATERQUALITY/Pages/status.aspx
Climate Reference Network: The NOAA Climate Reference Network station at
Frederickson Marsh continued hourly data transmissions and staff completed
maintenance for the station rain gauges. Annual station maintenance was completed
10/28/19 by NOAA staff. Data are available for this station (OR Coos Bay 8 SW) at:
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/crn/current-observations.
SeagrassNet Monitoring: SSNERR science staff completed quarterly eelgrass sampling
at Valino Island in October 2019 using the SeagrassNet sampling protocol. SeagrassNet
is an international monitoring program established to document the status and health of
seagrasses. Eelgrass has been declining at these permanent monitoring plots since 2016
and science staff are working with an Eelgrass Advisory Group established through the
NERRS Science Collaborative Capacity Building project to understand factors that may
be contributing to the declines in eelgrass in South Slough.
Northwest Association of Networked Ocean Observing Systems (NANOOS): The
SSNERR is a participant in a partnership project that provides real-time water quality
data for shellfish growers in Oregon, Washington, and Alaska through the NANOOS
Visualization System (NVS): http://nvs.nanoos.org.
In September 2019, Ali Helms submitted the FY2019 subcontract statement of work,
budget, and justification for continuing estuarine water quality observations as part of the
Sustaining NANOOS grant.
We partner with one of the local tribes, Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower Umpqua,
and Siuslaw Indians (CTCLUSI) to provide telemetry equipment for their North Spit
BLM sonde station in lower Coos Bay. The data are available to end-users through the
NANOOS Visualization System (http://nvs.nanoos.org).
NERRS Sentinel Sites Monitoring: The NERRS Sentinel Sites program pairs the longterm water quality and water level data collected at SSNERR’s SWMP sites with data
quantifying other factors (e.g., marsh elevation, plant community, vertical accretion, soil
salinity, groundwater level) to help interpret long term changes in emergent marsh plant
communities and eelgrass beds.
Water level and temperature loggers were deployed in January 2019 at the six Sentinel
Sites where summer marsh monitoring occurred, and data has been downloaded
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quarterly. We will continue to collect groundwater level data until end of December. In
September and October, science staff and interns completed a first-ever simultaneous
GPS campaign of all Sentinel Sites and a NOAA tidal benchmark to bring all sites into
one vertical control network. This will allow us to directly compare wetland elevations
across sites. This was also the last component needed for South Slough Reserve to
become an official Sentinel Site in the NERR system.
A water level sensor will be deployed in Winchester Creek, near the Hidden Creek marsh
sentinel station to collect high-precision (mm) water level data to meet requirements of
the South Slough’s Reserve Sentinel Sites project goals. The water level logger will be
directly correlated with elevation using the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
network by surveying it to five deep rod benchmarks, following Center for Operational
Oceanographic Products and Services (CO-OPS) guidelines. Science staff completed
installation of the tide gauge station infrastructure on the piling with Wes Sessoms at
AquaTrak Corporation in October 2019. Staff collected a temporary RTK elevation for
the water level sensor using a nearby marsh island tidal benchmark that was surveyed
during the simultaneous occupation static surveys. Next steps include relocating the
lower support clamps and working with NOAA contacts to create a program for
collecting the sensor data.
Wasson Watershed Monitoring: Science staff have nearly completed baseline
monitoring of the Wasson Creek lowlands, in preparation for anticipated restoration
work. Science staff and interns conducted simultaneous GPS occupations at benchmarks
at Wasson and the control marsh, Tom’s Creek. In October, staff deployed five additional
water level data loggers for a total of 13 at Wasson and Tom’s Creek. As funding
becomes available, staff will continue to purchase depth and temperature loggers to place
inside each well for hydrology information (39 wells will be full build-out). Staff also
relocated groundwater wells and vegetation plots at nearby Anderson Creek and will
collect data on this previously-restored site beginning in 2020.
Indian Point Monitoring: Staff continue to collect water level and temperature
groundwater data at the restoration site in order to gauge how tree thinning affected
groundwater levels in the treatment area. Groundwater data are retrieved quarterly.
Lamprey Monitoring: South Slough watershed hosts at least two native species of
lamprey; however, we do not have adequate data to evaluate the status of lamprey
anywhere in the Coos watershed. Beginning in 2016, science staff began to collect data to
understand which streams in the South Slough watershed contained lamprey using
lamprey electro-shocking units. Staff surveyed all the major freshwater tributaries of
Winchester Creek, providing a general understanding of presence/absence for each
tributary. In summer of 2018, staff and partners set up permanent plots at three locations
on Winchester Creek to help determine status and long-term population trends of each
species. Staff also completed range limit extent surveys on the four major arms in
Winchester Creek. Staff revisited the permanent plots August 2019.
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In addition, SSNERR staff are using eDNA techniques to look at upland range extent of
lamprey on West Fork Winchester and Wasson Creeks and gain a better understanding of
how that technique works for lamprey (juvenile lamprey burrow into stream sediments
and therefore eDNA might not be sensitive enough to capture lamprey signals). Water
samples were collected in June and July 2019 and were sent to the USDA-USFS National
Genomics lab in Missoula, Montana. Results indicate; 1) Pacific and western brook
lamprey are present in most of West Fork Winchester and Wasson Creeks, and 2) the
results from this method agree with results from previous surveys. Therefore, this
technique works as expected. The Reserve is currently leading a citizen science project
(funded from a USDA-USFS grant) that is starting to map lamprey species distributions
in south coast Oregon watersheds. Schooler and Schmitt are part of a statewide Lamprey
Technical Workgroup.
RESEARCH
SSNERR Projects
Invasive European Green Crabs in the Coos Estuary: This year marks the fourth year
of research on European green crabs in the Coos Estuary, including South Slough. The
overall goals of the work are to: 1) compare the relative abundance of green crabs in the
estuary across years and locations, 2) examine linkages between environmental
conditions and green crab abundance, 3) study the potential impacts of green crabs on
native species, 4) better understand the life-cycle of green crabs in Oregon estuaries, and
5) generally reduce green crab abundance through consistent and repeated sampling. As a
part of this project we tested prey preference of red-rock crabs in sea-water tables at
OIMB, to determine whether they prefer the native Dungeness crabs or invasive green
crabs. Results indicate a preference for Dungeness crabs over green crabs using pairwise
tests of same size (carapace width) prey crabs. In addition, we collected and sent green
crabs to Dr. Carolyn Tepolt (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute) for genetic analysis,
to determine whether we have a self reproducing green carb population in Coos Bay.
Partners for this on-going work include Oregon Sea Grant, Oregon State University,
University of Oregon, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, Pacific States Marine
Fisheries Commission, and Friends of South Slough Reserve.
DNA Methods to Monitor Invasive Species and Biodiversity in Estuarine Systems:
The Reserve is partnering on a research project funded through the NERRS Science
Collaborative to use DNA collected from environmental samples (known as eDNA) to
characterize fish biodiversity in estuaries. The project includes researchers from
University of New Hampshire and from the Great Bay (NH), Apalachicola (FL), He’eia
(HI), Hudson (NY), and Wells (ME) NERRs. We tested methods in 2018. In 2019 we
created a sample design to look at the most effective method to use eDNA to annually
monitor South Slough fish diversity. This design examined water volume and the effect
of sampling through space and time on the effectiveness of fish diversity measurement
using eDNA. Using external grant funding we have hired a technician (Ian Rodger) assist
with sampling through December 2019. Ian has also collected DNA from regional fish
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species to ensure all species are included in the eDNA database. We are currently waiting
on results of DNA analyses to determine the use of this method to monitor fish species
presence and diversity in South Slough over time.
Building capacity to respond to an eelgrass (Zostera sp.) decline in the South Slough
estuary, OR: The Reserve worked on a NERRS Science Collaborative project to develop
a recovery plan to understand the eelgrass habitat declines in the South Slough estuary.
Helms organized an Eelgrass Advisory Committee with eelgrass experts from the West
Coast to participate in the project, with quarterly webinars and a workshop that was held
in March 2019 where the Committee convened at the University of Oregon, Eugene, OR
campus to focus on abiotic and biotic eelgrass stressors, ecosystem functions, mapping,
and restoration efforts from Washington and California estuaries. The project ends
10/31/2019 and staff are working on a final project report Two project ideas that came
out of the workshop were focusing on water quality analyses to understand what factors
may be contributing to the declines. Graduates students from Oregon State University,
Winni Wang (Ryan Mueller’s lab) and Caitlin Magel (Sally Hacker/Francis Chan labs)
were interested in species distribution and path analysis modeling based on
environmental factors. They will be partially supported by funds from the first year of
the NERRS graduate research fellowship to pursue these analyses that fit well with their
current graduate research projects.

Partner Projects
Partnership for Coastal Watersheds (PCW): The PCW is a local group of civicminded community members that includes representatives of South Slough Reserve,
Coos County Planning Department, Cities of Coos Bay and North Bend (planning and
city council), Coquille Indian Tribe, Confederated Tribes of the Coos, Lower Umpqua
and Siuslaw Indians, South Coast Development Council, Stuntzner Engineering
(planning), Coos Watershed Association, Department of Land Conservation and
Development, Southwestern Oregon Community College, Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife, US Fish and Wildlife Service, International Port of Coos Bay, Oregon
Department of Environmental Quality, and citizens at large. Currently the group is
focused on the helping Coos County and city jurisdictions update the Coos Bay Estuary
Management Plan, which is based on 40-year old information and technology.
The PCW meets monthly and highlights since the last commission meeting include:


Project leads Jenni Schmitt and Jill Rolfe (Coos County Planning Director) gave a
webinar for the NERRS Science Collaborative webinar series on November 4th on the
work they led for the Coos Estuary Land Use Analysis project. Final reports from that
project are on the Coos County website and the PCW website:
http://www.partnershipforcoastalwatersheds.org
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After joint meetings with Coos Bay and North Bend City Councils and Coos County
Commissioners, and Coos Bay, North Bend and Coos County Planning
Commissioners, there was a verbal consensus for Coos County to move forward with
a partial revision of the Coos Bay Estuary Management Plan. The county is now in
the process of that partial revision, which includes adopting PCW-led data assessment
products as the updated information sources: Coos Estuary Map Atlas, and
Communities, Lands & Waterways: Data Source (Data Source).



PCW members are currently in the process of writing and submitted three grant
proposals to further their work (see Grant Proposals section below).



For more on the PCW and its current work, visit their website:
http://www.partnershipforcoastalwatersheds.org/

Ocean Acidification/ pH monitoring, and effects on eelgrass: The SSNERR is
providing assistance to Oregon State University scientists Francis Chan, Sally Hacker,
and Caitlin Magel (PhD graduate student). Caitlin is deploying a SAMI CO2 sensor and a
SeaFet pH sensor near the Charleston SWMP station to collect time-series partial
pressure carbon dioxide and high-resolution pH monitoring data. She exchanges sensors
monthly, and science staff coordinate with her for field site access by boat. Caitlin is also
investigating the role of eelgrass in mitigating OA stress, and surveys eelgrass,
macroalgae, and epiphytes monthly in April, June-September, and November at three
sites in Coos estuary: Barview, Valino Island, and Danger Point. She is also working on
eelgrass/OA research in three additional estuaries in OR (Netarts Bay, Yaquina Bay) and
WA (Willapa Bay). She completed her final instrument deployments and eelgrass
sampling in South Slough at the end of August 2019 and will focus on data analyses.
Tillamook Bay Ocean Acidification and Hypoxia (OAH) Monitoring: Oregon
Watershed Enhancement Board (OWEB) funded a project to establish baseline
information on carbonate chemistry and spatiotemporal patterns of OAH in Tillamook
Bay, OR. Collaborative partners include Tillamook Estuaries Partnership (TEP), Oregon
State University, Environmental Protection Agency, Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife, and the South Slough Reserve. York Johnson (TEP and DEQ) established
monitoring sites for SeaFet pH sensors in Tillamook Bay with field deployments for the
Fall season completed in October 2019 with Spring deployments beginning April 2020.
Hydrodynamic Model of Coos Estuary: The project is led by David Sutherland
(University of Oregon) and David Ralston (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution). This
project has resulted in a hydrodynamic model for the Coos estuary to characterize
present-day sediment distribution, surface and bottom salinity, monitor sediment fluxes to
the estuary, and model how circulation and sediment patterns in the estuary will respond
to change. SSNERR is involved in collecting sediment data, providing data from water
quality stations and Sentinel Site stations, and facilitating end-user discussions between
the project team, end-users (i.e., Coos County, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife,
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, Oregon Institute of Marine Biology,
SSNERR) and other stakeholders (i.e., Partnership for Coastal Watersheds). This project
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has already created a much-needed bathymetry spatial layer for the Coos estuary. Other
products include areas of potential eelgrass habitat modeled for the Coos estuary based
on depth (i.e., light attenuation in the Coos estuary) and salinity; summer-steady and
winter-steady salinity profiles (depth-averaged, surface, and bottom); and, results from
model runs comparing present day Coos Bay at different river discharge values with
historic bathymetry, and future proposed channel deepening and widening bathymetry.
In April 2019, Sutherland, Ralston, several graduate students and Jenni Schmitt submitted
a paper to the journal Estuaries and Coasts entitled “Impacts of 150 years of shoreline
and bathymetric change in the Coos Estuary, Oregon, USA”. The paper describes results
from model runs comparing present day Coos Bay at different river discharge values with
historic bathymetry, and future proposed channel deepening and widening bathymetry.
The manuscript has undergone review and will be accepted pending revisions.
Blue Carbon Stocks Assessment of Pacific Northwest: The SSNERR is partnering on
two projects with the Pacific Northwest Coastal Blue Carbon Working Group. The goals
of the first project are to characterize blue carbon stocks and environmental drivers that
influence carbon sequestration in estuarine tidal wetland habitats across the Pacific
Northwest, and to develop a database to house data from the project and other blue
carbon projects in the Pacific Northwest (PNW). The second project builds on the first by
demonstrating the feasibility of connecting carbon finance to the restoration of tidal
wetlands in the PNW. This project will: provide a roadmap for delivering carbon finance
projects in the PNW; identify previously unrecognized data gaps at regional or site scales
(and approaches for filling those gaps) that need to be addressed to ensure project
feasibility; assess projects’ economic viability; and identify and engage local
organizations as proponents of blue carbon restoration project development. Both
projects are led by Craig Cornu (Institute for Applied Ecology) and funded by the
NERRS Science Collaborative. Shon Schooler is the South Slough representative for this
project. South Slough hosted the final workshop on October 29, 2019 to discuss results.
Is marsh surface tracking sea level change? Developing tools and visualizations
for NERRS Sentinel Site data: This project is led by Kim Cressman (Grand Bay NERR,
MS) in collaboration with team members at Padilla Bay NERR (WA), Mission-Aransas
NERR (TX), Delaware NERR, Waquoit Bay NERR, and South Slough NERR. This
project has created standardized tools to quality-check Surface Elevation Table (SET)
data, perform trend analyses, and produce informative visualizations for varied
audiences. The technical team (represented by Jenni Schmitt for SSNERR) focused on
creating quality-control (QC) and analysis tools. Final products will include site-specific
trend analyses, visualizations, and a national synthesis of surface elevation change vs. sea
level trends. The project team meets monthly. To date the project team has decided on a
standard template for SET data, flag codes, analysis products, outlined best practices for
collecting future data, and discussed outreach and education products. The technical team
met in person for the final time in July 2019 at Chesapeake Bay Virginia NERR. This
project is funded by the NERRS Science Collaborative.
Building a coastwide Olympia oyster network to improve restoration outcomes and
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enhance community engagement: This NERRS Science Collaborative catalyst project
is led by Kerstin Wasson (Elkhorn Slough NERR) in collaboration with other West Coast
NERRs, tribes, and research institutions involved in restoration projects related to the
native oyster (Ostrea lurida). The project conducted a synthesis of success of past
restoration projects to share lessons learned and to identify the practices and
environmental conditions that predict the best outcomes. The project created a website
and story map featuring the restoration projects and identified a new name the Native
Olympia Oyster Collaborative (NOOC). Ali Helms participated in the final project
Steering Committee meeting in September 2019. The NOOC received funding for two
new projects in 2020/2021 on conservation aquaculture techniques for Olympia oyster
restoration and oyster population assessments in Baja California, Mexico.
Effect of the lined shore crab (Pachygrapsus crassipes) on intertidal snail
populations: Shon Schooler is working with Dr. Sylvia Yamada (OSU), Dr. Alan Shanks
(OIMB), and Dr. Liz Boulding (University of Guelph, Ontario) on a project looking at
the range expansion of the lined shore crab and the potential effect on the marine snails,
Littorina sitkana and L. scutulata. In July and August we tested the predation of the crab
(native to Coos Bay, but expanding it’s range northward into Canada). In October we
submitted a journal paper on this experiment to the Canadian Journal of Zoology.
GRANT PROPOSALS
PCW members are currently in the process of writing and submitted three grant proposals
to further their work (see Grant Proposals section below).


Craig Cornu (Institute for Applied Ecology) is submitting a proposal to the Pacific
Marine and Estuarine Fish Habitat Partnership (PMEP) to refine the Coastal and
Marine Ecological Classification Standard (CMECS) habitat classification for the
Coos estuary from the state-scale it’s currently at, to a high-resolution local scale.
The proposed work will then use the refined habitat classification to finalize a
Restoration Opportunity Inventory for the Coos estuary.



The PCW will submit a proposal to the NERRS Science Collaborative to conduct
a listening tour to stakeholders of the Coos estuary (including local municipal and
private organizations) to understand local awareness of coastal hazard
vulnerabilities, understand priority coastal hazards concerns, and determine what
plans are being developed or actions are being taken to address those concerns.
Funding would also include resources to build a dedicated website for the Data
Source.



Building off of the latter effort, Michael Howard (University of Oregon) will
submit a proposal to FEMA as a cooperating partner, to fund a two-year climate
change vulnerability assessment for the Coos estuary (including assessing risks to
economic, social and natural resource systems).

VISITING RESEARCH SUPPORT
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The NOAA Margaret A. Davidson Fellowship program has officially been announced.
As a start to the program, the SSNERR will partly fund 3 graduate students from
September 2019 to June 2020. Staff have selected graduate students at UO and OSU who
are currently working on projects that forward SSNERR objectives. Graduate students
now have the opportunity to apply for a full Fellowship, starting fall 2020. Currently
NERR staff are getting the word out to potential students, professors, and universities.
The SSNERR staff helped graduate student Caitlin Magel (OSU) recover and deploy pH
and pCO2 sensors in South Slough estuary near the Charleston SWMP station and access
and survey eelgrass sampling sites for her research with final deployments and sampling
completed August 2019.
The SSNERR is a field location for Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife’s adult
mosquito abundance trapping program, to be used as a reference comparison to restored
marshes in the Coquille valley. Trapping began in June 2018 and is expected to continue
through 2022. ODFW staff have also agreed to sample Wasson Creek for the SSNERR
restoration project at SSNERR staff request. This sampling will help us understand the
effect of marsh restoration projects on mosquito populations.
The SSNERR is a field site for graduate student Riley Anderson (UO) who is studying
methods to use UAVs to monitor eelgrass in South Slough, specifically low density
eelgrass.
Chrissy Stillman (UO) worked with the PCW to focus her graduate thesis on storm water
and sea level rise impacts to City of Coos Bay infrastructure by looking at prediction
inundation, topography, levee heights and tide gates. Her thesis included predicted
scenarios and suggestions for remediation.
INTERNSHIPS
Alec Snyder-Fair was a joint SWMP water quality and GIS/GPS intern through the
Friends of South Slough (FOSS) for September and October. He worked primarily with
Ali Helms and Adam DeMarzo on the NERRS water quality, nutrient, and
meteorological monitoring projects and Jenni Schmitt on collecting marsh elevations at
Sentinel Sites and bringing together all sites into one vertical control network.
STEWARDSHIP
Wasson:
Dr. Alice Yeates (Stewardship Coordinator) continues to work with the Coos Watershed
Association to move the Wasson Restoration Project forward. Alice is compiling a list of
past and potential Wasson Advisory Team members and is planning to reach out to
candidates in January 2020. The Coos Watershed Association, has identified an interest
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in submitting funding in the April 2020 Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board (OWEB)
funding round and Alice is investigating other funding opportunities.
Invasive Species:
Research:
The Reserve continues to be involved in various invasive species management projects.
The Reserve continues to collaborate with the USFS Dorena Genetic Research Lab to
monitor Port-Orford-cedar root rot disease (Phytophthora lateralis) and serves as a
research site.
Communication:
Alice remote attended the Oregon Invasive Species Council meeting, held in Boardman
on Oct 15-17th and the Sudden Oak Death Research talk organized by OSU Extension in
Pistol River on Sept. 24th.
Mapping and planning:
Staff continue to map invasive plants and request Tribal permission to disturb the soil
during management. Permission has been granted at several locations and weed pulling
has commenced. A Tribal Monitor is required to be present during weed pull events in a
few locations and this will be included in the invasive species management plan. The
Coquille Indian Tribe has offered their youth group to pull weeds in these culturally
important areas in the summer of 2020. Science staff mapped the current infestation of
the exotic tall wheatgrass (Thinopyrum ponticum) on Bull Island, in the Coos Estuary,
and is developing a plan for monitoring and management of this species in 2020.
Alice received training on iMap Invasives from Lindsey Wise and is now the official
administrator for South Slough. Alice will also receive alerts from the Oregon Invasive
Species Hotline and will respond to notifications within the Reserve.
Management:
• Alice and Jonathan lead a school group (Driftwood Elementary, Port Orford) in a
weed pull/stewardship activity at the South Slough Visitor’s Center.
• Science staff pulled purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) from a wetland on the
northern border of the Reserve, which has been an ongoing effort for several
years.
• To limit the spread of pampas grass (Cortaderia jubata) along Younker Point and
Indian Point, seed heads were removed and disposed of in October 2019.
• Science staff surveyed a previously managed Gorse (Ulex europaeus) population
along Elliot creek, guided by Craig Cornu, to assess re-establishment and risk of
spread.
• Science staff established a solarization experiment to assess the effects of heat
treatment on reed canary grass in Wasson. However, due to the large biomass of
materials, the low number of high degree days (following late establishment) and
damage to the plastic sheets (pulled up by unknown source), this management has
had little impact on plant health. Staff plan to reassess the experiment and try
again in Spring/Summer 2020.
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Endangered Species Projects:
Resulting from staff and intern monitoring efforts in 2019, Valino Island has been
identified as a potentially high-risk site for impacting the Oregon listed endangered
species, Point Reyes bird’s beak (Chloropyron maritimum ssp. palustre). Consequently,
Valino Island has been removed from potential landing sites recommended to
commercial guides. South Slough guided paddle trips are also exploring transitions to
other landing sites to minimize impact.
Visitor Center Forest Enhancement:
Work on the Visitor Center Forest Enhancement project has commenced. The Coos
Forest Protection Agency (CFPA) started work on October 28th and will continue through
November and December. After receiving three bids from contractors to fell trees in the
immediate vicinity of structures, staff have requested that Patrick Meyers Tree Service
will be awarded the contract. Contractors will fell trees in December 2019. Alice has
arranged with the Confederated Tribes of the Coos, Lower Umpqua and Siuslaw Indians
and the Coquille Indian Tribe to use the felled Port-Orford-cedar for cultural activities.
Forest clearing is scheduled to be completed by the end of Dec 2019 and re-planting will
commence in January-March 2020.
Outreach: Alice has run two successful public walkthrough days and Deborah Rudd has
distributed outreach materials via social media and posters in high use public areas.
Raingarden Establishment
In consultation with Staff and the Coos Watershed Association, Alice has developed a
plan for the Visitor Center Raingarden (funded through the 2019 PAC award). Following
review, maintenance staff will establish the raingarden in January through March 2020.
Old Road Mapping
Staff, interns and summer campers have been assessing historic roads within the Reserve
in order to guide management and future use.
Younker Point
Alice submitted a Papoose Conservation Wildlife Foundation grant application for an
Applied Conservation project to develop a restoration action plan for Younker Point and
conduct some restoration thinning. This land, acquired in 2011, has not been incorporated
into the Upper Watershed Restoration Plan, as was originally proposed, and sections of
which require restoration thinning in order to encourage healthy mature forests.
OTHER SCIENCE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
Committees and Workgroups
South Slough Safety Committee: Shon is the Science Program representative on the
newly re-formed SSNERR Safety Committee. He is working on safe boating protocols
for the SSNERR motorized boats, assisted by Adam DeMarzo.
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SWMP Guidance Committee: Ali Helms serves on the SWMP Guidance Committee
(current members: Dwight Trueblood, Mary Culver, Suzanne Shull, Chris Kinkade,
Jennifer Harper, Joan Muller, Matt Ferner, Ali Helms, Robin Weber, and Steve Baird)
formed in 2010 to provide strategic planning and oversight of the SWMP program. The
committee revised the SWMP Plan for 2019 with the final draft submitted to the NERRS
Data Management Committee for review.
SWMP Oversight Committee: Shon Schooler continues to serve on the SWMP
Oversight Committee. This committee provides oversight of SWMP plans and can
intervene if SWMP protocols are not being met by individual Reserves.
NERR Science Collaborative Advisory Committee: Shon Schooler continues to serve
on the NERR Science Collaborative advisory committee along with a large national
group of members. This group advises the NERR Science Collaborative team currently
based at the University of Michigan.
Bivalve Working Group: Shon Schooler continues to serve on the NERRS Bivalve
Working Group with Brandon Puckett, North Carolina NERR; Nikki Dix, Guana
Tolomato NERR; Kerstin Wasson, Elkhorn Slough NERR; and Jeff Crooks, Tijuana
NERR.
Sentinel Site Application Module (SSAM-1) Oversight Committee: Jenni Schmitt and
Ali Helms are on this NERRS committee, which was formed to develop SSAM-1
outreach strategies, review outreach products from the Marsh Resilience (MARS) report
card, integrate remote sensing/habitat mapping into Sentinel sites, review Sentinel Site
plans, develop Centralized Data Management Office (CDMO) data templates for
sediment data, and manage inventory of SSAM-1 equipment, capacity building and data
acquisition. The group has met repeatedly this fall to developed a draft document called
the "least common denominator" (LCD) for sentinel site monitoring to articulate
expectations for the minimum protocols expected for sentinel site monitoring to
standardize data sets for site, regional and national synthesis; and to justify the need for
an increase in the SWMP budget to support on-site monitoring, data analysis, and data
maintenance and dissemination through CDMO.
Sentinel Site Biomonitoring Workgroup: Jenni Schmitt is part of this workgroup,
which develops and oversees implementation of national vegetation monitoring protocols
and reviews vegetation monitoring datasets submitted to the Centralized Data
Management Office. In October 2019, the group discussed minor changes in the
Biomonitoring protocols and data template that are needed for the Centralized Data
Management Office (CDMO) to increase capacity to do much more careful and
consistent reviews of the veg data.
Habitat Mapping and Change Classification Review Team: Jenni Schmitt is part of
this team to apply a three-tiered review system for habitat mapping products submitted by
each reserve. Habitat maps standardize the way high-resolution land cover data (wetland,
aquatic, and upland habitats) are classified within the NERRS.
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Lamprey Technical Workgroup
Shon Schooler and Jenni Schmitt sit on this advisory committee of the Conservation
Agreement for Pacific lamprey in Oregon.
South Coast Lamprey Working Group
Jenni Schmitt and Shon Schooler are on the steering committee for this workgroup,
which works to help identify key information for lamprey management at regional, state,
and local scales and identify opportunities for future work. The work group met at the
South Slough Reserve in September 2019 where Shon gave a presentation on using DNA
to map spatial distributions of lamprey species in the South Coast of Oregon.
Pacific and Estuarine Research Society (PERS) Board: Jenni Schmitt has been elected
the Oregon representative for PERS. PERS is the regional chapter of the Coastal and
Estuarine Research Federation. Schmitt is working with president-elect Liz Perotti
(ODFW) to plan a joint PERS/ California Estuarine Research Society meeting in Oregon
spring 2020.
MEETINGS / PRESENTATIONS / TRAININGS
Lead Scientist/Research Coordinator, Shon Schooler
Presentations
September 24, 2019 - Assessing the abundance and distribution of lamprey species along
the southern Oregon Coast, South Coast Lamprey Working Group annual meeting, South
Slough Interpretive Center, Charleston.
September 28, 2019 - Invasive European green crab monitoring methods in Coos Bay,
Central Oregon Community College Environmental Science class, Oregon Institute of
Marine Biology, Charleston.
Meetings
August-December 2019 – Convened SSNERR Science Program fortnightly staff
meetings.
August-December 2019 – Participated in DSL monthly staff meetings.
August-December 2019 – Participated in monthly SSNERR Safety Committee Meetings.
August-December 2019 – Participated in monthly eDNA research partner teleconferences
and webinars.
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August-December 2019 – Participated in regular calls for Lamprey eDNA citizen science
project.
August 2019 – Participated in Coos Watershed Association Technical Team meeting
September-December 2019 – Participated in monthly Coos Bay Leadership Program
meetings.
September-December 2019 – Participated in monthly SSNERR Lead Programs Team
meetings.
September 24, 2019 – Attended the South Coast Lamprey workgroup meeting, South
Slough.
October 8, 2019 – Attended Elakah Alliance sea otter reintroduction research needs
meeting, OSU Hatfield Marine Science Center, Newport.
October 21, 2019 – Hosted Dr. Becky Flitcroft, USFS partner on Lamprey eDNA Citizen
Science Grant, discussing and demonstrating eDNA lamprey spatial distribution mapping
methods.
October 29, 2019 – Participated in the final Blue Carbon Feasibility workshop.
October 30, 2019 – Met with Dave Sutherland and graduate students (UO) on use of
hydrologic modelling for estuary management.
November 4, 2019 – Meeting with Coos Watershed Association and Cramer Fish
Sciences to develop PMEP grant proposal to study fish habitat use using eDNA methods.
November 13, 2019 – Met PEW Charitable Trust, discussion of policy updates to
improve tidal wetland restoration under climate change.
Watershed Monitoring Coordinator, Jenni Schmitt:
Presentations
November 2019 – Gave a webinar for the Collaborative Science for Estuaries series
entitled: Community Collaboration: A Locally Driven Approach to Estuarine
Management, along with Jill Rolfe (Coos County Planning Director).
Meetings
August 2019 – November 2019 - Convened monthly meetings with the Partnership for
Coastal Watersheds (PCW) to report on progress and receive input on the Coos Estuary
Land Use Analysis project, and develop concepts for grant proposal submissions.
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August 2019 – November 2019 - Convened several monthly meetings with a subgroup of
the PCW to develop a strategy for a climate change vulnerability assessment for the Coos
area region.
August 2019 – November 2019 - Participated in monthly project team calls for the SET
tools and visualizations project.
August 2019 – November 2019 – Met with Dave Sutherland (UO) and/or team members
to receive updates on hydrodynamic modeling outputs and products and helped facilitate
interaction with end-users.
September 2019 – Attended the Symposium by the Sea, which is an annual GIS
symposium put on by the South Coast GIS Users Group.
September 2019 – Attended the South Coast Lamprey workgroup meeting.
October 2019 – Demonstrated Sentinel Site protocols and data collection techniques for an
OSU Estuaries and Ecology class.
October 2019 – Participated in the final Blue Carbon Feasibility workshop.
November 2019 – Helped facilitate and participated in a listening session on the south coast
by the PEW Charitable Trust, in their efforts to understand incorporation of climate change
(in particular sea level rise) at the state and region scale, in particular in how it relates to
tidal wetland restoration efforts. This will inform potential updates to federal policy.
Trainings
November 2019 – took a training on using OPUS Projects, to become a project manager.
This will allow Schmitt to work with high resolution elevation data (GPS) and bring
Sentinel Sites into one vertical control network.
Estuarine Monitoring Coordinator, Ali Helms:
Presentations
October 2019 – Presented SWMP water quality overview, data retrieval, and SWMPrats
graphing tools to Oregon State University Estuarine Ecology course
Meetings
September 2019 – Participated in Oregon Ocean Acidification and Hypoxia Monitoring
workgroup conference call focused on updates about the Oregon OAH council and the
Tillamook Bay monitoring project
September 2019 – Participated in Steering Committee meeting for the coastwide Olympia
oyster network project
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September/October 2019 – Participated in Sentinel Site Workgroup planning meetings and
contributed edits for the Sentinel sites core standards proposal
September 2019 – Assisted former REU intern Sofia Suesue with abstract submission on
the endangered plant species bird’s beak project for the Association for the Sciences of
Limnology and Oceanography Ocean Sciences conference in Feb 2020 in San Diego, CA
October 2019 – Submitted eelgrass poster abstract for NERRS Annual meeting
October 2019 – Participated in discussion with NERRS Science Collaborative staff on
successes and challenges of the program to help inform future directions
October 2019 – Participated in NERRS multi-Reserve project discussion and prioritized
SSNERR interests with science staff for Annual meeting Research/Stewardship cross
sector meetings
October 2019 – Participated with science staff in hydrodynamic model update and
discussion with Sutherland lab
Stewardship Coordinator, Alice Yeates:
Presentations
Sept. 2019 – Visitor Center Forest Enhancement Plan, public presentation, Sept. 17th, South
Slough Reserve.
Nov. 2019 - Visitor Center Forest Enhancement Plan, 2nd public presentation, Nov. 2nd,
South Slough Reserve.
Nov. 2019 – Becoming an Ecologist: Adventures of a Female Scientist, Pub Science Talk,
7 Devils Brewing Co., Nov. 3rd, Coos Bay.
Meetings
Aug. 2019 – OSU Forestry Extension evening.
Sept. 2019 – Pollinator garden workshop.
Sept. 2019 – Tasha Livingstone, SWOCC, to discuss involvement with forestry students.
Sept. 2019 – Confederated Tribes of the Coos, Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw Indians
Cultural officer regarding commercial guiding.
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Oct 2019 – Oregon Invasive Species Council, remote attendance.

Field Technician, Ian Rodger
Presentations
eDNA collection methods used at South Slough, NERR Science Collaborative eDNA
workshop, University of New Hampshire, October 22, 2019.
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Coastal Training Program: November 2019 Update to the SSNERR Management Commission
Staff: John Bragg, Coastal Training Program Coordinator
The Coastal Training Program provides training and skills-building opportunities for coastal managers
and decision makers whose activities affect coastal natural resources and estuaries.
South Coast Lamprey Working Group (Sept. 24) – SSNERR hosted a meeting and work session of the
South Coast Lamprey Working Group to identify training needs and information gaps for a field-based
lamprey identification workshop planned for spring 2020. The workshop will engage lamprey experts
from throughout the northwest to provide training to identify juvenile lampreys in the field. Oregon is a
hotbed of lamprey diversity. Of 40 species of lampreys known worldwide, a quarter are found in
Southwest Oregon including seven in the Klamath Basin and three more that occur in coastal rivers and
estuaries, including both anadromous and riverine species.
The Pacific lamprey (Entosphenus tridentatus) is an anadromous jawless fish that spawns in the Coos
and Coquille rivers. It dies shortly after spawning. Eggs hatch as larvae that drift downstream and settle
into quiescent water with silt or sand substrate, where they spend from three to seven years filter
feeding. Juveniles swim to the ocean where they feed on various fishes and even whales and other
marine mammals. They return to fresh water after about one to three years. As adults, lampreys possess
a toothed oral disk that they use to grasp their prey. While adults of each species are easily classified by
the patterns of teeth in their oral disks, larvae are much more difficult to identify. (South Slough is
exploring a technique to identify lampreys from fragments of DNA found in water samples collected
from the slough.)
Lampreys alive today descended from a lineage that is 350-450 million years old. Today, artificial
barriers to upstream and downstream migration, loss of lamprey habitat, reduced stream flows,
reduced water quality, predation by other species and other factors have contributed to their decline in
Oregon. The Pacific lamprey was listed as a sensitive species in Oregon in 1993. Over the intervening
years, scientists from northern California to northeast Washington and from the coast to Idaho have
been working to conserve and recover lamprey populations. Native sovereign nations, including along
the Oregon coast, value lamprey in culture and as food.
Scientists from Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower
Umpqua and Siuslaw Indians, the Coquille Indian Tribe, U. S. Forest Service, Bureau of Land
Management, Tenmile Lakes Basin Partnership, the Coquille Watershed Association and SSNERR
participated.

Symposium by the Sea (Sept. 27) – SSNERR hosted this one-day learning and networking event for
computer mapping specialists and coastal managers that focused on lidar. Among the NERRs, lidar is
most commonly recognized from the bare earth aerial images of shorelands and watersheds that are
used in computer mapping. Lidar can be used to measure elevation precisely. At the symposium
presenters told of new and emerging types of lidar—such as mobile, topo-bathymetric, or terrestrial
lidar—and newer applications that combine these with traditional lidar as well.
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In Portland environmental engineers used traditional lidar to peel away layers of urban
infrastructure—streets, bridges, buildings—and see what the surface of the land looked like
before it was developed. As a result, planners and developers can better understand how
geology, geomorphology and hydrology might affect future planning decisions.
In February, after an enormous landslide took out a section of Highway 101 between Gold Beach
and Brookings, state highway engineers combined aerial lidar taken with a drone with mobile
lidar, terrestrial lidar, aerial photographs and other data to analyze the movements of the
landslide, pinpoint the former location of the highway and plan and design repairs.
Using traditional lidar to look beneath water has been a challenge. Topo-bathymetric lidar is
used to map both shallow waters and nearby land features to monitor habitat, analyze changes
in streams, channels and shorelines, or plan stormwater management.
Lidar collected for one purpose can find other unexpected uses. State highway engineers
regularly collect mobile lidar data to assist highway design, but that data is also being used to
analyze pavement markings, precisely measure vertical clearances of bridges and overpasses,
and to reconstruct collisions.
In addition to new technologies and applications, new lidar data, online digital tools, and other
resources are available. Matt Pendleton, of NOAA’s Office of Coastal Management – Digital
Coast, provided an overview of new lidar data, digital tools and related resources available from
NOAA.

Symposium By the Sea is sponsored by the South Coast GIS Working Group, a section of the Oregon
Chapter of Urban-Regional Information Systems Association and presented in association with SSNERR.
About 50 people attended from throughout western Oregon, representing federal, state, local and tribal
agencies.

Moving on – This is the final report to the commission from SSNERR’s first Coastal Training Program
coordinator. I will retire in February 2020 after nearly 18 years on staff. I appreciate having worked at
South Slough: It’s a wonderful place filled with amazingly talented and creative people. This has been an
interesting, quietly exciting job. Thanks to the commission for its care and oversight of Oregon’s only
national estuarine research reserve. Thanks to DSL—and Mike Graybill—for giving me a job. Thanks to
workmates and colleagues at South Slough—those here now and those who have moved on—who have
given me so much along the way. Thanks to NOAA for its wonderful people and all the knowledge, talent
and professionalism they provide to the NERRS. Last, not least, thanks also to the many coastal
managers and decision makers who have participated in CTP workshops and shared their knowledge,
skill and experiences with Oregon’s coastal management community.
– John Bragg
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